Support Services

Support Services - BEMS
Solutions
CSL work direct with building owners and building
service maintenance companies alike, and boast a
range of service offerings, from break downs to full
time onsite engineers and everything in between.
Please give us a call to discuss to the best services
available for your individual requirements.
Some of the services we provide include:

Planned preventative
maintenance (PPM)
Including pre seasonal visits to ensure your system
is ready for the change in weather conditions.
CSL can also recommend and undertake system
enhancements to get the best out of your
BEMS system, whether it’s improvements in the
environmental conditions or a reduction in energy
usage.
continued...

“Combined Services remains our
preferred choice of service partner
not just for their high levels of
professionalism and technical expertise,
but also because of the unique way
that at every level they engage with
our team building up an excellent
cross party rapport that ensures our
customers needs are always exceeded.
Combined Services strive to go the extra
mile in order to support our projects
and are always on hand to provide out
of scope ad-hoc support”
Wayne Burt - IMS Evolve

Support Services

Breakdown call-outs.
We provide breakdown assistance for when the
unexpected or inevitable happens.

Service contacts.
From labour only to fully maintained to permanent
on site engineers.

Bureau services
We offer a range of Bureau Services from remote
monitoring to remote maintenance, support,
testing and system enhancements. Our internal IT
expertise and remote connectivity solutions enable
us to select the most suitable method to connect
to your existing networks.

Energy audits
Our Energy audits involve a detailed assessment
of the building, associated BEMS and plant. Our
audit will be used to produce a list of energy saving
initiatives (including quick wins), which will be
passed to the client to make informed decisions
and ROI (return on investment) calculations.

System upgrades
Dilapidated BEMS systems can lead to energy
wastage and substantial business disruptions due
to failure of obsolete equipment. Please call us
to discuss how we can upgrade your out dated
control system to a CSL BEMS. u
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